Autozone relay

AutoZone primarily sells aftermarket automotive parts and accessories. Did you buy some part
for your favorite car, and it did not work out? Do not worry, we will take you through AutoZone
return policy and AutoZone returns step by step. AutoZone may apply some restrictions on the
products that you have purchased from Autozone. Before you return your items to AutoZone via
online or store mode, you need to take service of a few things:. AutoZone Returns gives you the
independence of returning most of its online bought merchandise to be returned in-store. Just
follow the given below steps to return your product in a hassle-free manner. Step To return any
item, firstly check if it is eligible for in-store return or if it falls under the exception category. You
can locate your nearest store here. Step-2 : Go to any nearest store along with the merchandise,
and do not forget to carry the original receipt. Step If the purchase was made using a particular
credit card, then take the credit card with you to get the refund immediately to your account.
Step If the purchase was made by any other mode such as PayPal or debit card, present the
original receipt, and Autozone representative will initiate the refund to your account. Step Reach
to customer service associate in the store, a store associate will check the item and your refund
will be processed to the original method of payment. Step To return items via mail, you need to
ensure that there are not any flammable and hazardous fluids in the product. If any product is
found with such substances, Autozone will refuse the refund of the product. Step After filling
out all the details, put the return form in the box along with the item to be returned. Step Insert
the return form inside the package along with the invoice. Do not forget to attach the reason for
the return with the package. Step Once you are done with the above steps, you can contact
AutoZone customer service to make return shipping arrangements. AutoZone Return Policy
provides the facility for ensuring pre-paid returns for the residents of the US. For the residents
of other countries, you can return products with the carrier of your choice. Ther are some
common questions people ask like what is Autozone battery return policy? What is autozone
return policy electrical? What are these? Have a look below! Returns are generally directed to
the original mode of payment by Autozone, make sure that the items are in original condition.
Following are the refund gateways for different methods of payment:. What is Autozone
Customer Service Number? You can call Customer Service at Toll-free. Do you need a receipt to
return at Autozone? Yes, you need a receipt to return. However, if you have lost your receipt,
Autozone will issue a merchandise credit. If you return the product at a store without a receipt,
then the refund would be provided to you in the Merchandise Credit. This Merchandise credit
can be used to make a purchase online as well as to any of the AutoZone stores. Can I return an
Autozone. Yes, Autozone allows you to return your online purchase via in-store return. Skip to
content. Home Guides Blog Menu. Contents hide. Inline Feedbacks. Would love your thoughts,
please comment. The product should be in their original condition without containment of
hazardous and flammable substances. Autozone will issue a refund in the form of the original
payment; if you use the credit card, you will get the refund in your credit card. Shipping and
handling costs are not refundable. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Set includes four jumpers to fit the most popular size relays
on domestic and import vehicles. Simply remove relay to be tested, insert correct jumper and
insert relay into jumper. When using green four pin jumper be careful to align pins on jumper
and relay correctly. No need to pierce wires or connect multiple jumper wires. Jumpers have
tabs for clamping and flat pads to place test leads on. Set comes in blow-molded case for
storage. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Tuesday,
March 2 Order within 6 hrs and 13 mins Details. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Lisle Relay Test Ju Add a gift receipt for easy
returns. Lisle Relay Test Jumper Kit. Visit the Lisle Store. Style: Relay Test Jumper Kit. Deluxe
Relay Test Set. Master Relay Test Jump Set. Relay Puller Pliers. Relay Test Jumper Kit. Terminal
Lead and Switch. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three
to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and
sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Electronic Specialties Black 2. Lisle Relay Test Jumper, Yellow.
Lisle Relay Test Jumper, Green. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing
this item? Electronic Specialties Maxi Relay Adapter. Compare with similar items. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to
tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Description Set includes four jumpers to fit

the most popular size relays on domestic and import vehicles. Customers who bought this item
also bought. Lisle Hood Prop. Lisle Oxygen Sensor Thread Chaser. Lisle Gold Lift Support
Clamp. Sensor and Sending Socket Set - See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
When i got this 3 of the 4 adaptors were missing. I then filed a complaint through the amazon
system including the ordernr. Jbtools says they cant find the nr. Saying it wasnt them selling it
to me. Yet amazon points at them. Looking back at some of the other rewievs on here i would in
hindsight stay away from theese clowns. By steve jakobsen on August 9, Images in this review.
No issues with the seller. The first kit arrives without packaging and the switch was DOA, it did
not work. I thought it may have been an open package and returned it. The replacement arrived
quickly without packaging and the switch clicked, so I put the kit to work and it worked, well
everything but the switch worked. The switch in this kit is as cheap as it is possible to make. It
lasted for the first test, you can feel it as it die in your hand, I removed it but it never worked
again. I like the kit, it works good, saves time and make it lot easier to check car systems. So I
bit the dust got a real switch out of my part bin, opened up the junk switch cut the wires off,
tossed it and used the housing to make a real switch that works and haven't looked back. I've
used the kit several times with my switch and no issues the kit has everything I need and works.
It not for the switch, I'd give this kit a solid 5 instead of a 4. Save your self the time, when you
get this kit replace the switch ASAP, you won't regret it and will like the results. Item works as it
should. Look at the numbers on the relay, and look at the numbers on the adapters. They do
NOT line up. Example, if your top left post on the relay is 30, the top left post of the adapter will
NOT be Just wanted people to know, or be like me and blow two fuses before I figured it out.
Yeah, I'm sort of dumb like that, but I thought they would be straight through. These Pliers work
so much better the us of long nose pliers but you still have to pay close attention to how it is
gripping the relay as you pull it out. You have to try to get it down to the base of the relay and
only squeeze enough to keep it from popping out from under but not so hard you bend the tips.
Good quality for the money. The handles should not be curved. The curve in the handles causes
the grips to slid off. It sort of messes with you as you are controlling the grip pressure. The kit
is very handy when you need to do testing, but you can forget about depending on the switch
that is supplied with the kit. The switch failed after only turning it on and off maybe 10 times.
The availability of individual replacement parts are also an issue with this kit. For example, the
orange relay jumper can be difficult to find if you lose it like I did. I am pleased with the set
overall, but a better switch should be included in the kit and it would be nice if replacements
were easier to find. The design is excellent and works like a charm-once. When I went to pull a
second relay it slipped off and I realized the tip had bent outward. I was able to bend it backwith my fingers!!!! So now I need to remember to barely squeeze hard enough so they won't slip
out but any harder and they will bend. I am a mechanic for 30 years and have never experienced
such a thing. This set was used to test my Ford Ranger fuel relay which tested good. The
problem turned out to be my fuel pump which I thought would be the last thing bad since I had
replaced it a year and a half prior. The original fuel pump had lasted from February '99 until
replaced. I replaced it this time with a different brand which I hope will last much longer. I
should have purchased this relay tester a long time ago, rather than making jumper wires. You
remove the relay in question, install the appropriate test piece, then install your relay. Test
away. Make sure to consult an electrical diagram to determine what should have power when.
This 4 piece tester set makes it easy to test the most common relays out there to aid in
troubleshooting an electrical system easy and safe. One person found this helpful. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Report abuse. Fast efficient service. Great product. I
was trying to pull relays from the fuse box of a 10 year old Nissan Frontier. I wouldn't get them
out without destroying the plastic case. I bought these thinking that would solve the problem they're no better. The case is crushed by the force required to grip it and pull it out. I don't know
if the fault is with flimsy relay cases or the tool being poorly designed. These pliers change all
that as they are narrow enough to fit around the relay and pull it out from the base, leaving your
relays undamaged and easily removed. Not to mention, I have found this tool an excellent way
to remove the plastic lug bolt covers Audi uses on their modern vehicles as the factory included
tool is often missing from the vehicle. I have actually had another technician request I order him
a pair of these pliers from Amazon for that reason alone, the tool's main purpose was just a
bonus. In short, these Lisle pliers are a very useful tool for anyone who frequently deals with
relays and who knows, you may find other great uses for them, I certainly did. Pages with
related products. See and discover other items: relay kit ,
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Lisle Tools. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Elite Tool Center. Currently, item can be shipped only
within the U. This item is not eligible for international shipping. Learn More. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

